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and happy, or they sink or lapse into their primeval degradation
in the ratio that they foster industrial education and inspire
productive industry, practice industrial economy and advance in
industrial ethics. But in governments like ours--a government of
the people--the government as a power has no business
intermeddling in these things. The work lies with the people as
the fountain of power. Purify the fountain and the stream will
necessarily be pure. Honest employment and honest industry,
mental and physical, are individual duties that ought to be
observed at home, but if the people ignore moral suasion and
choose deceptive schemes, and resort to illusory practices to
avoid honest work, their government will naturally run in the
channel of irresponsibility. We are perhaps more largely
indebted to the honest employment and persistent industry, or in
common parlance the unrewarded honest toil of working men
and...
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Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like
how the blogger write this pdf.
-- R udolph Jones MD-- R udolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You
will not sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Tim m othy Schulist-- Tim m othy Schulist
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